
CAPABILITY SPOTLIGHT

INTEGRATED 
BI DASHBOARDS 

What it Is
Available for installation as an extension of the Analytics module 
in the IMOS Plaform, Veson’s Integrated BI Dashboard Library 
provides 6 pre-made visual reports that present your data in a 
dynamic, actionable format. Once installed, these reports can be 
used as-is or used as a foundation for user-customized reports.

Why it Matters 
Modern, visual dashboards empower your team to spot trends, 
identify opportunities, and make better, data-driven decisions. 
The Integrated BI Dashboard Library makes this visibility readily 
accessible to you and your team, so you can best utilize the rich 
data repository that the IMOS Platform has to offer.

With Integrated BI Dashboards, you can: 
•   Easily access and interact 

with data to get an overview 
of what is going on in your 
organization

• Quickly identify trends and  
outliers in order to define 
what is important for the 
business and make better 
strategic decisions

• Mark your organization’s 
performance over different 
target scenarios in order 
to track and communicate 
progress and success 

• Encourage specific actions 
in a timely manner

SUBMIT A HELP CENTER TICKET 

How to Use It 
To add BI Dashboards to your toolkit 
in Analytics, you must first purchase 
your PowerBI Pro license(s) through 
Microsoft. To integrate with the IMOS 
Platform and install dashboards, simply 
raise a Help Center ticket, and Veson 
Technical Support will set up your 
data source connection and provide 
the requisite files and instructions for 
installation.

THE FOLLOWING DASHBOARDS  
CAN BE INTEGRATED WITH THE IMOS PLATFORM

Veson IMOS Platform 

• Chartering Performance
• Demurrage Amount
• Financials Overview

• Port Delays
• Trading P&L Stress Test
• Voyage Fixtures

https://veson.com
https://vesonjira.atlassian.net/servicedesk/customer/portal/3/article/64886374
https://vesonjira.atlassian.net/servicedesk/customer/portals


Drawing on our nearly two decades of experience providing software and solutions to 
maritime organizations, the Veson team structured our Integrated BI Dashboards to help you 
visualize some of the most important aspects of your business. These Dashboards include: 

Financials Overview
Quickly identify which running voyages are currently 
impacting your P&L in order to take action in a timely 
manner, and communicate financial progress and 
success internally. The Monthly P&L Breakdown view 
helps you easily access and interact with the monthly 
P&L results, mark your organization’s performance 
across different target scenarios, and assess your 
position over the market (market data requires Market 
Data Access license). 

Veson IMOS Platform

Integrated BI Dashboards 
Dashboard Descriptions

Chartering Performance
Gain instant visibility into the performance of your 
Chartering team by comparing Actual TCE with the 
original Estimate by Vessel Type and Chartering 
Specialist. The Trend view enriches this dashboard 
further with the inclusion of the same metrics from 
two historical periods, helping to validate your 
observations of the internal team’s performance as 
well as recent development in market conditions.

Voyage Fixtures
Quickly track and evaluate the size and trends of your 
Chartering activities over time - by cargo, fixture type, 
and vessel - in order to easily communicate progress 
and success in the organization. Easily identify your 
most frequent partners by type of contracts, cargo, 
and vessel type in order to define what is important for 
your business. 

Port Delays
See a quick overview of the average delays occurred (in 
days) before the commencement of cargo operations. 
Drill down on various parameters such as port, port 
functions, and cargo types for further analysis. The Port 
Delays by Port and Delay Type view enriches your analysis 
farther, enabling you to identify busiest ports basis the 
average port delays (in days) from all voyages with related 
port calls, drill down the delay time per cargo type, and 
compare the delays inside the busiest ports.

Demurrage Amount
Visualize the average demurrage/despatch amount 
(in USD) per port and cargo type based on completed 
laytime calculations. Analyze this same information 
per port and counterparty. Change views to see on a 
map the ports where laytime calculations occurred, 
with size and color indications of the demurrage/
despatch amount and time in minutes, including the 
individual amounts per voyage.

Trading P&L Stress Test
Understand your Market Risk metrics at a glance with 
dynamic  Net Position, P&L Impact, and absolute P&L 
visuals.  Manage your Market Risk by keeping an eye on 
the Net Exposure Days and Tons quantities which drive 
impact of P&L when forward markets are volatile. Freight 
and Bunker rates are shocked 5 and 10 percent up and 
down and the simulations for absolute and relative P&L 
are refreshed every day to give you the most accurate 
picture of your exposure and sensitivity to the Market by 
Vessel Type and Contract Type.  
Requires the Trading & Risk Module.

https://veson.com

